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Nable IT Consultancy flagship Artificial Intelligence (AI) based facial recognition product 
has been developed in partnership with one of our key customer and expertise from IIT 
Delhi. 
 
The product uses edge computing architecture that is considerably more cost effective 
and faster than cloud-based API’s to be called for each scan.  Recorded performance is 
reported to be 15 to 20 times faster than competing cloud-based models.   
 
The model can reside on any edge device and can also be installed on a cloud of 
customer’s choice.  The construction of model minimizes the operating cost to the client.  
About 1,000 facial scans can be recognized at each service point without special training 
assuming broad face structures of such will be unique and will not contain any twins etc.  
With training, the number of scans are unlimited. 
 
The product runs on any cloud or windows and Unix based server. It can also fetch and 
scan faces using android /IOS devices viz. smart phones and tablets. 
 
The software can be trained with minimum of 1 megapixel of images of a person in the 
recognition list. Facial signature is less than 1 KB.  It can integrate with existing 
applications of clients to replace any other IDs such as smart cards for membership or 
other cards/numbers currently being used and therefore does not require any other 
inputs.  Face detection is possible from a distance as well. 
 
For a live demonstration and inquiries, please contact: 
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Nable IT Consultancy Artificial Intelligence (AI) based supply chain management models allow Quick 
Service Restaurants (QSR) to manage their product inventory at an optimum level i.e. to minimize both 
stock-out and over-stock events. The cost savings of active inventory management pays many times over 
the cost of model implementation.  In addition, our flagship facial recognition product helps in differentiating 
client offerings and in turn increases the customer base and profitability. We have partnered with IIT Delhi 
to develop customized models to address unique requirements of various types of QSR clients deploying 
AI based predictive analysis tools. 
 
A typical QSR has outlets at various locations across the service area. There are also kitchens or third-
party suppliers in local hubs that supplies to several outlets replenishing stocks of semi cooked items and 
ingredients as per recipes several times a week. The supplies, inventory or items are categorized either as 
perishable (viz. bakery) or non-perishable (viz. cups, cutlery, boxes for take-out) items.   
 
The outlets could be in different demographic areas - by income, by location type (office complex or a mall), 
by food preferences of the settled community (e.g. vegan).  Moreover, demography of consumption could 
also vary by weather conditions (cold drinks and food is preferred in hot weather whereas hot foods and 
drinks dominate in cold weather), holidays, festival season, weekdays and weekends. Only a small 
selection of total menu items is kept at every store to optimize sales. Excess stock would create wastage 
due to expiry of unsold items and stock outs would result in possible loss of sales. 
 
Our AI models can better predict optimum level of inventory by using hundreds of variables.  With 
supervised and unsupervised training of models, utilizing past data and creating neural network patterns 
using deep learning algorithms, superior predicted replenishment cycles are computed.  This provides 
increase in sales and reduction in stockout events that directly correlates to improvement in profitability. 
 
Models can further be expanded with the following additional functionality: 
 

1. Ideal location of a new outlet among many locations 
2. Menu card for an outlet (each outlet could have a different menu) 
3. Ideal location and number of kitchens 
4. Replenishment cycle from kitchen to outlet as well as quantities supplied 
5. Ideal pricing of recipes for maximizing profit and/or revenue (market share) 
6. Introducing and recommending new recipes 
7. Ideal stocking of nonperishable items to reduce excess storage cost 

 
We are continuing to find new use cases with our engagement with customers and various prospects. 
 
For a live demonstration and inquiries, please contact: 
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Nable IT Consultancy is a pioneer in developing Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine 
Learning (ML) based computer models.  We have partnership arrangements with Jaira 
Inc., of Carnegie Mellon University, PA, USA and Indian Institute of Technology in New 
Delhi, India.  The company is well positioned to introduce the power of AI/ML to global Oil 
and Gas (O&G) clients for improving productivity and performance of their business units. 
 
On the exploration side, uncertainty is a fundamental characteristic of any subsurface 
domain.  Conventional exploration experts deploy commercially available statistical 
software products that utilizes various techniques viz. Monte Carlo simulation and others 
to portray the technical interpretation of this uncertainty.  Also, to add even more 
complexity to the equation, drilled wells do not have a binomial distribution of dry versus 
producing holes, having amount and life of hydrocarbons produced being a large variable.    
Nable IT can supplement our client’s computer simulation efforts by providing information 
and implementation of latest available AI/ML technology.  The company collaborates with 
clients to address the challenge of imperfect models and noisy/biased data currently 
being used in conventional modelling.  Our expertise in working with big data and AI/ML 
tools helps build predictive analytical models that can significantly improve the quality of 
output pinpointing location and depths of wells to be drilled to improve profitability. 
 
Separately, during well hydraulic fracturing, changing variables viz. development spacing, 
fluids, additives and proppant intensities can significantly affect the life and production 
rates of hydrocarbons.  Nable IT can develop customized AL/ML models that can help 
evaluate these impacts that results in having better decisions on optimization of these 
variables on case by case basis.   
 
Maintenance, Repair and Operation (MRO) with accurate preventative maintenance 
schedule reduces downtime and increases utilization efficiency of vehicle fleet, machines 
and tools that gets deployed at the production/drilling site.  Nable IT can custom develop 
AI/ML models for various clients based on available data to improve operation efficiency. 
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